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Asynchronous Hyperbolic UWB
Source-Localization and Self-Localization

for Indoor Tracking and Navigation
David Chiasson , Yuan Lin, Graduate Student Member, IEEE,

Manon Kok , and Peter B. Shull , Member, IEEE

Abstract—Hyperbolic localization measures the time differ-
ence of arrivals (TDOAs) of signals to determine the location
of a wireless source or receiver. Traditional methods depend
on precise clock synchronization between nodes so that time
measurements from independent devices can be meaningfully
compared. Imperfect synchronization is often the dominant
source of error. We propose two new message-based TDOA equa-
tions for hyperbolic localization which require no synchronization
and meet or exceed state-of-the-art accuracy. Our approaches
leverage anchor nodes that observe each other’s packet arrival
times and a novel reformulation of the TDOA equation to
reduce the effect of clock drift error. Closed-form equations
are derived for computing TDOA in both self-localization and
source-localization modes of operation along with bounds on
maximum clock drift error. Three experiments are performed,
including a clock drift simulation, a nonline-of-sight (NLOS) sim-
ulation, and an indoor validation experiment on custom ultra
wideband (UWB) hardware all of which involved eight anchor
nodes and one localizing node in a 128-m3 capture volume. Our
source-localization approach achieved unprecedented accuracy
with lower cost equipment and trivial setup. Our self-localization
matched state-of-the-art accuracy but with infinite scalability and
high privacy. These results could enable economical and infinite
density indoor navigation and dramatically reduce the economic
cost and increase the accuracy of implementing industrial and
commercial tracking applications.

Index Terms—Hyperbolic localization, indoor navigation, mul-
tilateration, time difference of arrivals (TDOA), ultra wideband
(UWB).

I. INTRODUCTION

RADIO localization utilizes knowledge about wave prop-
agation to determine the location of a radio source or

receiver. Localization is a valuable service across countless
industrial, commercial, public, and military applications. As
such, many mature systems have been developed to provide
these services, including Loran-C [1], GPS [2], BeiDou [3],
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Galileo [4], cellular network localization [5], and many
more. One of the frontiers in localization technology is that
of indoor localization [6]. Indoor localization is difficult
because it requires relatively high levels of precision, and
physical structures can occlude weak signals such as those
from global navigation satellite systems (GNSS). Additionally,
indoor localization systems will generally cover a smaller area
than other localization systems, placing a heavier burden on
low-cost and simple infrastructure before it is economically
feasible to implement since costs cannot be shared.

Ultra wideband (UWB) has emerged as a promising technol-
ogy for indoor localization [7]. The high temporal resolution
of the UWB impulses allow precise measurement of signal
transmission and reception relative to narrow-band alterna-
tives. This is because additive noise or interference is less
likely to affect detection time. From this information, time-
of-flight (TOF) and, thus, range between two transceivers can
be deduced. Using this timing information to achieve localiza-
tion has thus far proven more accurate than relying on other
features of the wireless channel, such as the direction of prop-
agation, or signal attenuation [6], [8]. UWB localization has
been shown to achieve decimeter or centimeter-level accuracy
under ideal conditions [9] and even better when combined with
IMU [10]. In comparison to narrow-band alternatives, UWB
systems can safely omit the base-band conversion stage which
somewhat simplifies the signal processing. However, support-
ing larger bandwidths and higher frequencies may increase
demands on RF filters, amplifiers, ADC, and antennas. UWB
has also been shown to be useful for security and data transfer
applications [11], [12].

These advantages of UWB have caused it to achieve
wide acceptance in recent years. UWB is a popular choice
for factory asset tracking [13] and other industrial logistic
applications. Recent releases of consumer electronics have
also embraced UWB. Apple, Samsung, and Xiaomi have
all announced UWB capable devices [14] and Google has
released an UWB Android API. Several automobile makers
have incorporated UWB in their products [15].

However, several problems still exist that prevent UWB
from being utilized for some indoor localization applica-
tions [8]. First, the accuracy achieved by many real-word
implementations of UWB localization are far from ideal.
Factors, such as nonline-of-sight (NLOS) and calibration
sensitivity greatly degrade performance [16]. Additionally,
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Fig. 1. Qualitative comparison of the two proposed methods (hyperbolic source-localization and hyperbolic self-localization) with the two most common
alternatives (Traditional TDOA and AltDS-TWR). Higher is better for accuracy, scalability, and privacy while lower is better for power, infrastructure and
complexity. The most significant improvements provided by the proposed methods are highlighted in gray.

traditional time difference-of-arrival (TDOA) methods is often
used in practice instead of more accurate TOF methods [17]
due to application requirements, such as node density and
power consumption. The localization accuracy of traditional
TDOA methods are limited by clock drift while modern
Double-Sided Two-Way TOF methods are not [18]. This
causes some applications to suffer from meter-level error
instead of the centimeter-level error of ideal conditions.
Second, infrastructure requirements are too costly and difficult
to deploy [5]. Even though UWB transceivers are conceptu-
ally simpler than narrow band, the TDOA method generally
preferred in industrial applications depends on precise clock
synchronization between anchor nodes. This leads to expensive
and bulky clock hardware, complex synchronization algo-
rithms, and high system sensitivity to any anchor disturbances.
These costs can be tolerated in some industrial applications if
the economic incentive is compelling, but it provides a dis-
couragement for many consumer applications. Finally, there
is the issue of privacy. A highly accurate indoor localization
system would reveal information which consumers may feel
uncomfortable revealing to service providers or others. This
dynamic has been an accuracy limiting factor in the related
application of cellular localization [5].

This study proposes two new TDOA equations for UWB
localization which improve or solve all of these problems. We
propose one method to address tracking applications which we
refer to as source-localization in which a network of known
location anchors determines the location of the localizing node.
We propose a second method to address navigation applica-
tions which we refer to as self-localization in which a network
of anchors provide a service which allows the localizing node
to resolve its own location. Our source-localization method
has higher accuracy and lower infrastructure requirements than
existing methods. Our self-localization method provides high
privacy and infinite localizing node density as the localizing
nodes do not perform any transmissions. Both methods achieve
the highest previously demonstrated UWB localization accu-
racy but using new approaches which provide many valuable
application benefits, such as scalability, hardware simplic-
ity, power conservation, ease of deployment, and privacy
(Fig. 1).

The high level of localization accuracy is achieved by
minimizing the effects of clock drift which contribute to
synchronization error. According to [19], “In UWB TDOA
localization systems, anchor synchronization errors are the
main performance limiting factors.” This synchronization error
leads to an inability to accurately measure time and compare
between independent devices. According to a localization sur-
vey by Li et al. [20], “Minimizing error in time of arrival
and other time-based measurements is the greatest challenge
in many source localization studies.” Our proposed methods
can eliminate synchronization error due to clock drift as a
significant source of error in many applications.

While existing UWB localization methods based on TOF
can effectively eliminate clock drift error, these methods
have several disadvantages, namely, scalability, power con-
sumption, and privacy [8], [17]. To provide these additional
benefits, we instead take a TDOA approach to UWB local-
ization. Our methods differ from previous TDOA approaches
in that anchors record ranging messages from other anchors
in addition to those from the localizing nodes. We then use
a formulation of the TDOA equation which is strategically
chosen to reduce error due to clock drift. Our methods do
not require any synchronization between anchor nodes which
significantly decreases system complexity and cost compared
with other TDOA approaches.

II. BACKGROUND

Localization applications generally attempt to find the loca-
tion of some object(s) in the context of a fixed reference frame.
Radio localization usually utilizes several nodes, known as
anchors, which are at known locations in the reference frame.
The localizing node is at an unknown location and depending
on the application can be called mobile node, tag, client, or
user. While localization system can be designed to locate pas-
sive objects (i.e., radar systems) the present work will focus
on active objects that can either transmit or receive radio
messages to assist in the localization process.

Radio localization methods utilize some known character-
istic of wave physics and the interaction with the wireless
channel in order to deduce location. Commonly utilized
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Fig. 2. Two common time-based radio localization approaches. A, B, and C
are anchor nodes while S is the localizing node. Each approach can be applied
to tracking applications (source-localization) or navigation applications (self-
localization). (a) TOF. (b) TDOA.

characteristics include attenuation rate, propagation direc-
tion, and propagation speed. These characteristics can and
are used in conjunction with each other to develop hybrid
systems [21]. This work will focus on timing-based meth-
ods for radio localization, but alternatives include receive
signal strength [22], [23], angle of arrival [24], [25], and
fingerprinting [26], [27].

A. Time of Flight

TOF is a timing-based metric which depends on a known
propagation speed for the wireless signal, i.e., the speed of
light. TOF methods attempt to measure the time difference
between signal transmission and reception and then multiply
by propagation speed to achieve range. This produces a sphere
of possible locations for the localizing node with the anchor at
the center. The information from several anchors must be com-
bined to perform true-range multilateration as demonstrated in
Fig. 2(a). These methods are sometimes referred to as rang-
ing. Two methods for asynchronous TOF-based ranging are
included in IEEE standard 802.15.4a [28]. The first of these
is two-way ranging (TWR). This method uses a request and
response message. The initiator and responder both measure
the time period between these two messages, the difference
of which is twice the TOF. This method eliminates clock
offset, but does not account for clock drift. This clock drift
error is significant. If clocks are used which adhere to IEEE
802.15.4a accuracy standards (20 ppm) [28], and the response
delay was 1ms, the TWR method would experience around
10m of error due to clock drift. This weakness was the moti-
vation for the second method, symmetric double-sided TWR
(SDS-TWR). SDS-TWR adds an additional message to the
TWR process and then computes TOF in a way that essen-
tially eliminates error due to clock drift. This is possible
since the TWR process is repeated in the other direction,
producing an inverse error which can then cancel out the
error from the first TWR. However, in order to achieve this
accuracy, the period of time between the request–response
messages and response-final messages must be identical, i.e.,
symmetric. This requirement limits the scalability of the rang-
ing system [29]. While several TOF-based ranging methods
have been proposed since the publication of the IEEE stan-
dards, the most convenient is alternative double-sided TWR

(AltDS-TWR) [29]. This method uses the same message pass-
ing pattern as SDS-TWR, but proposes an alternative equation
for computing TOF. The AltDS-TWR equation is mathemat-
ically equivalent to that used in SDS-TWR in the absence
of clock drift. However, in the presence of clock drift, the
AltDS-TWR method is nearly unaffected in indoor localiza-
tion applications while SDS-TWR can become unusable if
response times are asymmetric.

Due to the high accuracy of these TOF methods, they are
commonly used in UWB research studies. However, they still
have certain disadvantages compared with TDOA methods.
The bidirectional communication puts significant demands
on the power consumption and complexity of the localizing
nodes. Many localization systems find it economical to push
as much complexity away from the localizing node and onto
the anchor network as possible. These methods can also have
scaling issues due to the large number of messages required.

B. Time Difference of Arrival

TDOA, also known as hyperbolic localization, is a timing-
based metric which depends on a known propagation speed
for the wireless signal. However, instead of directly measur-
ing TOF between a node and each anchor, TDOA methods
measure the difference in TOF between two links. If the dif-
ference in transmission time is known, this can be deduced
from the difference in time of arrival. UWB TDOA has long
been used for localization applications [30], [31], [32], [33],
[34], [35]. In practice, these systems will sometimes formu-
late their signal processing in terms of pseudo-ranges which
is the real range plus an unknown clock offset. An equiva-
lent TDOA formulation can be achieved by taking pairs of
pseudo-range equations and subtracting them. If TDOA is
observed between two known-location anchors to the localiz-
ing node, we can compute a hyperboloid of possible locations
for the localizing node with anchors at the two foci [Fig. 2(b)].
Repeating this process with several pairs of anchors allows
us to perform pseudo-range multilateration and resolve the
position of the localizing node. TDOA-based methods have
also been referred to as hyperbolic positioning or just multi-
lateration. In this context, hyperbolic source-localization and
self-localization have been referred to as forward and reverse
TDOA, respectively, [36].

A large portion of existing localization systems utilize
TDOA methods. One reason for this is that TDOA meth-
ods do not necessarily need to know the moment of signal
transmission for source-localization or the absolute moment
of signal reception for self-localization. Applications have his-
torically taken advantage of this feature by designing highly
asymmetric system complexity such that anchor nodes will
be orders of magnitude more complex and expensive than
the localizing node. This has significant economic benefits if
there are many more localizing nodes than there are anchors.
As such, industrial asset tracking with UWB is generally
done using TDOA-based hyperbolic source-localization [37].
Loran-C was the first widespread radio localization system
used throughout North America and Europe and it uses a form
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of hyperbolic self-localization [1]. GNSS also provide hyper-
bolic self-localization services. However, most GNSS systems
differ from the TDOA methods proposed in this work in that
they are not message-based. Usually, the anchors [known as
satellites or Space Vehicles (SV)] broadcast a continuous sig-
nal that the localizing node can lock onto. This essentially
provides a way for localizing nodes to borrow the high qual-
ity clocks of the anchor nodes albeit with a fixed time offset.
GNSS processing therefore must account for clock offset but
not clock drift.

C. Hyperbolic Localization Related Work

In this section we discuss the current state-of-the-art in
hyperbolic localization with an emphasis on studies most
related to this work. This discussion is divided into two sec-
tions, tracking applications which utilize source-localization
methods and navigation applications which utilize self-
localization methods.

1) Tracking Applications: Tracking applications, or source-
localization are the most commonly implemented form of
TDOA localization. Such implementations usually contain a
wired backbone to synchronize anchor nodes [38]. Wireless
methods have also been developed although they generally
are less accurate than wired methods [39], [40]. Using either
approach, clock accuracy remains a difficult problem often
causing increase in localization error, system complexity and
hardware cost [20]. As such, many works have explored other
methods for reducing this error source in hyperbolic localiza-
tion approaches. Several proposed methods utilize a filtering or
modeling approach to address this problem [18], [34]. These
approaches model the clock drift of anchors and account
for them during processing. These methods will introduce
a filter delay, sacrifice some high-frequency information,
as well as sometimes requiring coordinated transmissions
times.

He and Dong [40] proposed asynchronous TDOA
(A-TDOA) which requires the localizing node to perform
immediate retransmissions of anchor beacons. Although called
TDOA, this method relies on the intersection of ellipsoids
instead of hyperboloids. While their method does eliminate
the need for node synchronization, it pays a high price for
it in terms of power, privacy, accuracy, and scalability. For
practical applications, it struggles to provide advantages over
AltDS-TWR.

Xue et al. [39] proposed Async-TDOA which utilizes an
additional anchor node to transmit a reference signal which is
used to adjust for clock drifts using an interpolation method.
This method requires an additional anchor node, and does not
have a known error limit. Zhou et al. [41] proposed difference-
TDOA (D-TDOA) which utilizes a similar message passing
pattern as our proposed hyperbolic source localization method.
However, their approach does not solve clock drift in general,
only in the special case where the round trip transmission
(RTT) has a 1:2 ratio. This has similar problems as those
experienced by SDS-TWR [29], namely, that ranging messages
cannot be reused in multiple simultaneous ranging processes,
thus limiting the scalability of the system.

2) Navigation Applications: Navigation applications have
been less explored in the literature and is a more diffi-
cult problem. Tracking applications using TDOA can achieve
anchor synchronization by using a wired backbone, and the
clock drift of the localizing node can be ignored. Navigation
applications on the other hand generally cannot ignore clock
drift on the localizing node. The mobile nature of the localiz-
ing node also precludes a wired synchronization approach.

Attempts have been made to perform wireless synchro-
nization through measuring and correcting for relative clock
skews [42]. Such approaches are useful, although they are
still significantly lower accuracy than the best TOF-based
approaches which suggests that imperfect synchronization is
still a dominant source of error.

Großwindhager et al. [43] proposed SnapLoc, a system
design in which the anchors transmit at nearly the same
moment. The localizing node then analyzes the channel
impulse response (CIR) to deduce TDOA estimates. Since the
time between anchor messages is so small in this method, the
drift of the localizing node’s clock is negligible. However, get-
ting the anchors to transmit with such precision is a difficult
problem, encouraging the usage of wire synchronized anchors
which still struggle to match the accuracy of TOA methods.

III. METHODS

In this section, we derive the equations we use to compute
TDOA (T�) in source-localization and self-localization con-
figurations. We assume a scenario with one localizing node at
an unknown location and a network of anchor nodes at known
locations. All nodes are independent and unsychronized, thus
suffering from relative clock offset and drift. The goal of these
derivations is to find a formula for computing TDOA (T�)

which can cancel out the effects of clock offset and clock
drift. An overview of our two proposed methods in compari-
son to AltDS-TWR and Round Robin Ranging can be found
in Fig. 3. Two methods are presented and theoretical limits
on error due to clock drift are derived. Finally, a simulation
experiment and a validation experiment are presented which
we use to confirm our theoretical results.

The error model we use in our derivations is as follows.
Each anchor and the mobile node has an independent clock
with a time offset (c) and clock drift (e) due to hard-
ware imperfections, temperature variance, different starting
times and other factors. Thus, each node has an imperfect
measurement of real time which we model as

t̂ = (1 + e)t + c = kt + c. (1)

This model need only be accurate over the period of our
ranging process which requires milliseconds to complete. Our
model assumes a constant drift which may be reasonable since
changes in drift will likely be affected by factors, such as tem-
perature, which change on the scale of minutes. In line with the
IEEE 802.15.4a standard [28], we consider clocks of quality
±20 ppm which means e = ±2 ∗ 10−5.

Note that due to the symmetry of the wireless channel, TOFs
between nodes are implicitly assumed to be symmetric in all
our derivations (i.e., Tab = Tba). This may not strictly be true
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if nodes are moving at high speeds. The error contribution of
movement has been explored in [44] and is beyond the scope
of this work.

Both proposed methods considered in this work are based
on nodes measuring periods of time instead of moments in
time. This serves to eliminate all clock offset factors since
T̂ = t̂1 − t̂0 = (1 + e)T = kT . The methods proposed in
this section will thus seek to reduce the error due to clock
drift, e, while providing valuable application benefits, such as
scalability, hardware simplicity, power conservation, ease of
deployment, and privacy.

Both our proposed hyperbolic localization methods solve
for TDOA T� := Tbs − Tas which provides a hyperboloid
of possible locations. This section demonstrates the calcula-
tion and error bounds of T� for one localizing node and two
anchor nodes. This process must be repeated with more anchor
nodes until four or more hyperboloids have been determined
for 3-D localization. The intersection of these hyperboloids can
then be used as the location estimate. In practice, this is often
done through linearizing the hyperbolic equations via Taylor-
series expansion and iteratively performing linear regression as
the hyperbolas will not precisely intersect [45]. Error bounds
derived in this section are computed for T� instead of for
location since the final location error is dependent on many
application specific factors, such as the number of anchors and
geometric dilution of precision (GDOP).

A. Source-Localization

Hyperbolic source-localization, also known as forward
TDOA, is designed for tracking applications. Fig. 3(c) demon-
strates the proposed ranging process to measure TDOA for
two anchors and one mobile node in a source-localization
application. The anchor nodes A and B transmit messages
and listen for messages from the mobile node S or for mes-
sages from other anchors. The mobile node only needs to
transmit a message containing its unique identifier and can
remain in a low-power sleep mode for the vast majority of
the time. It is possible for a system to localize without the
mobile node performing any listening and with the localiza-
tion beacon occurring at an arbitrary point in time. However,
some system designs require some information transfer to the
mobile node in order to perform TDMA scheduling as is use-
ful to avoid collisions in the presence of high mobile node
density or high update rates [33]. The time periods measured
by the anchor messages must be communicated to each other
or some central processor in order to compute T�. If the
anchors are disconnected from any infrastructure, this could
be done as the payload of their beacon signals. For exam-
ple, node A could transmit a measurement of time periods
Da1 and Da2 to node B as part of its final transmission.
This would provide node B with enough information to
compute T�.

This ranging process demonstrated in Fig. 3(c) produces a
single hyperboloid of possible locations and, thus, must be
repeated with additional anchors to resolve the 3-D location
of a mobile node. Note that each message can be simultane-
ously used in many TDOA estimation equations. For example,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Message passing and timing measurements required for proposed
localization methods and reference method. A and B are anchor nodes while
S is the localizing node. Each horizontal line is the timeline for that node while
the transverse lines are wireless beacons. Each node is limited to observing
with an imperfect clock the moments at which it sends or receives a bea-
con. Thus, Txx cannot be observed directly and must be computed from Dxx,
Rxx, and/or Sxx measurements. These figures are not to scale. In actuality,
the TOF values (Tij) are many orders of magnitude smaller than the time
between messages. This message passing repeats with the last transmission
of one cycle being the first transmission of the next cycle. (a) Round Robing
Ranging: Ranging process used in our validation experiment. This method is
a superset of all other methods. (b) AltDS-TWR: Previous high accuracy UWB
localization method. Used as a comparison for the accuracy of our proposed
methods. (c) Hyperbolic Source-Localization: Proposed method for tracking
applications. (d) Hyperbolic Self-Localization: Proposed method of navigation
applications.

the mobile node S need only perform a single transmission
regardless of the number of anchors present.

The message timing required for this method [Fig. 3(c)]
can be implemented by having each anchor transmit at a fixed
interval. Collisions could be avoided by having one anchor
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serve as a reference to provide a common time period at the
expense of creating a single point of failure. The timing and
order of anchor transmissions is not important, and a new
localization estimation can be computed any time all anchors
have transmitted once and the localizing node has transmit-
ted once. If anchor transmissions are happening on a periodic
basis, then a location estimate can be made with every trans-
mission, as all TDOAs involving the transmitting node (anchor
or localizing node) could be computed, although this may lead
to error correlation between consecutive estimates.

1) Derivation: We now derive the proposed equation for
T� := Tbs −Tas using the information provided by the ranging
process in Fig. 3(c). Following loops on the graph produce the
following two equations:

Rb1 = Tab + Da1 + Tbs − Tas

= Tab + Da1 + T� (2)

Da2 = Rb2 − Tab + Tbs − Tas

= Rb2 − Tab + T�. (3)

We multiply these together to get

Rb1Da2 = TabRb2 − T2
ab + Da1Rb2 − TabDa1

+ T�(Rb2 + Da1 + T�). (4)

By using (2) to eliminate the T� within the parenthesis and
solving for the remaining T�, we arrive at our TDOA equation
for source-localization

T� = Rb1Da2 − Da1Rb2 − TabRb2 + TabDa1 + T2
ab

Rb2 + Rb1 − Tab
. (5)

All R and D values can be measured directly by their respec-
tive nodes although they experience several sources of error
with clock drift dominating. Tab is usually fixed since the
anchor nodes are stationary and in known locations. However,
if either of these are not the case, existing TWR techniques
such as AltDS-TWR [29] can be applied between the anchors
to compute Tab in real time without requiring any additional
transmissions.

2) Error Bounds: According to our error model of inde-
pendent, low-cost clocks on anchor and mobile nodes, our
observation of the time periods in (5) will be inexact. In this
section, we derive bounds on the error contribution of clock
error and drift. Note that the error bounds computed here are
from a single source and will not reflect the total localization
error experienced in practice.

A time period R measured directly by node i will be dis-
torted according to that node’s clock drift R̂i = kiR = (1+ei)R.
This also applies to D and S measurements. The TOF between
anchor nodes, Tab is not measured directly by any one node.
However, the information provided by our ranging method
is enough to compute these values using AltDS-TWR [29].
In [29], several methods are presented for computing the TOF
between two nodes i and j such that the observed distortion
due to clock drift can be either T̂ij = kiTij or T̂ij = kjTij. We
can therefore consider the error experienced by our Tab esti-
mate to be either eaTab or ebTab depending on convenience.
These error values are used in our derivations, although smaller
errors could be achieved if anchor locations are stationary and

known. The information required to compute Tab is present
if the source-localization ranging process shown in Fig. 3(c)
is repeated. Using the above error models, we can compute
bounds for error due to clock drift a

error = T̂� − T�

= kakb
(
Rb1Da2 − Da1Rb2 − TabRb2 + TabDa1 + T2

ab

)

kb(Rb2 + Rb1 − Tab)
− T�

error = (ka − 1)T�

error = eaT�. (6)

This is the source-localization method’s TDOA error in sec-
onds. To convert to meters we multiply both sides by the
speed of light and the error is ea times the range difference
between the mobile node to anchor B and the mobile node
to anchor A. Since ea is very small (±2 ∗ 10−5 according
to the IEEE 802.15.4a standard [28]) this error will be very
small for short and medium-range applications (applications
with distances less than 105m).

Alternatively, we could have substituted (3) into (4) instead
of (2) to achieve this equivalent formulation

T� = Rb1Da2 − Da1Rb2 − TabRb2 + TabDa1 + T2
ab

Da1 + Da2 + Tab
. (7)

Which would then experience error

error = ebT�. (8)

Both of these error bounds depend on the drift of only one
anchor clock. This provides the opportunity to pick the anchor
with the highest quality clock as a basis for computation which
can further increase accuracy.

3) Comparison to Existing Methods: The proposed source-
localization method is most closely comparable to traditional
forward TDOA shown in Fig. 4(a). In traditional forward
TDOA, the localizing node broadcasts a message to the anchor
network and each anchor records the time of reception. Pairs
of anchors, with knowledge of their locations, can determine
a hyperboloid of possible locations for the localizing node by
subtracting their measurements

T� = Tb − Ta. (9)

This process can then be repeated with other anchors to resolve
the 3-D location of the localizing node. This method is highly
sensitive to the synchronization of the anchor node clocks.
This synchronization method must proceed in parallel with to
the location beacons shown in Fig. 4(a). If a synchronization
method eliminates clock offset between nodes, clock drift will
quickly degrade the accuracy leading to worst case

error = (ea + eb)Tsync (10)

where Tsync is the period in seconds for one iteration of the
synchronization process. This would produce meters of error if
the synchronization method operated at 1000 Hz. Because of
this, traditional forward TDOA must accurately estimate both
the clock offset and drift components of (1) for each anchor
node in addition to performing synchronization often. While
a wired backbone is often used to perform synchronization in
practice [38], several wireless methods have been implemented
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Message passing for traditional TDOA localization methods with
three nodes. A and B are anchor nodes while S is the localizing node. Each
horizontal line is the timeline for that node while the transverse lines are
wireless beacons. These methods require strict synchronization between the
clocks of each node otherwise Ta and Tb cannot be meaningfully compared.
(a) Traditional forward TDOA for source-localization or source applications.
(b) Synchronous or concurrent reverse TDOA for self-localization or navi-
gation applications. (c) Asynchronous reverse TDOA for self-localization or
navigation applications.

in [33], [39], and [40] although they may suffer from slight
accuracy degradation compared with wired solutions.

The proposed source-localization method sidesteps this
complexity by integrating the ranging and synchronization
processes. As will be shown below, clock offset and drift
are implicitly accounted for in the proposed TDOA estima-
tion equation leading to low clock drift error which is not
dependant on the sampling period.

B. Self-Localization

Self-localization, also called reverse TDOA, is intended for
navigation applications where the mobile node needs to ascer-
tain their own location. Fig. 3(d) demonstrates the proposed
ranging process to measure TDOA for two anchors (A and B)

and one mobile node (S) in a self-localization application.
The anchor nodes A and B transmit messages and listen for
messages from other anchors. The mobile node S receives
the anchor node transmissions but does not need to make

any transmissions itself. The messages from the anchor nodes
must contain a unique identifier, their location, and the time
period measurements shown in Fig. 3(d) as measured by their
local clock. Node A would transmit a measurement of time
periods Rab and Dab while node B would transmit a mea-
surement of time periods Rba and Dba. With enough anchors,
this will provide the mobile node with adequate information
to resolve their own location without revealing anything to
the network or others. The message timing required for this
method [Fig. 3(d)] can be implemented using a poll-response-
final paradigm where one anchor node is the initiator and the
other anchor nodes respond. It can also be implemented by
having each anchor transmit at a fixed repeating interval. The
former method has the advantage of avoiding collisions and
was used in our validation experiment, but the latter method
has the advantage of homogeneous anchor nodes without a
single failure point. The timing and order of anchor transmis-
sions are not important, and a new localization estimation can
be computed any time all anchors have transmitted once and
one anchor has transmitted twice. If anchor transmissions are
happening on a periodic basis, then a location estimate can be
made with every anchor transmission, as all TDOAs involv-
ing that anchor could be computed, although this may lead to
error correlation between consecutive estimates.

1) Derivation: We now derive the equation for T� :=
Tbs − Tas using the information provided by the ranging pro-
cess in Fig. 3(d). Following loops on the graph produce the
following two equations:

Dba = Sab − Tab − Tbs + Tas

= Sab − Tab − T� (11)

Sba = Rba − Tab − Tbs + Tas

= Rba − Tab − T�. (12)

Multiplying those together, we get

SbaDba = RbaSab − TabRba − TabSab + T2
ab

− T�(Sab + Rba − 2Tab − T�). (13)

If we reuse (11) to eliminate T� inside the parenthesis and
solve for the remaining T�, we arrive at our self-localization
TDOA equation

T� = RbaSab − SbaDba − TabRba − TabSab + T2
ab

Rba + Dba − Tab
. (14)

Sba and Sab are measured directly on the mobile node S while
Rba and Dab are measured by anchor B. Tab can be deter-
mined from anchor locations or computed in real time using
AltDS-TWR [29]. Several equivalent alternative formulations
exist by choosing different loops or substitutions. While (14)
only contains measurements from anchor B, an alternate for-
mulation can be selected which utilizes measurements from
anchor A or from both B and A.

2) Error Bounds: As we did for the source localization
equation in Section III-A2, we will now compute the error
introduced by using imprecise clocks to measure the time
periods required in (5). For time periods that nodes measure
directly, we use the error model T̂ = kiT = (1 + ei)T . For
TOF between anchor nodes we use the error model T̂ij = kiTij
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or T̂ij = kjTij depending on convenience. Using these error
models, we can find the worst case error due to clock drift as

error = T̂� − T�

= ksRbaSab − ksSbaDba − kaTabRba − ksTabSab + kaT2
ab

Rba + Dba − Tab
− T�

ea
T2

ab − TabRba

Rba + Dba − Tab
+ es

RbaSab − SbaDba − TabSab

Rba + Dba − Tab
. (15)

The magnitude of worst case error will be less than or equal
to that of maximizing the magnitude of each of these terms
individually. The left-hand side term can be written as

eaTab
Tab − Rba

Rba + Dba − Tab
. (16)

The time periods Rba and Dba will both be on the order of
tens of milliseconds while Tab will be tens of nanoseconds
for an indoor application. We can utilize this to get a rough
order-of-magnitude estimate for this term as

1

2
eaTab. (17)

For the right-hand side term of (15), we can substitute the
equality

RbaSab − SbaDba = TabRba + TabSab − T2
ab + T�Rba

+ T�Dba − T�Tab (18)

to rewrite it as

TabRba + T�Rba + T�Dba − T2
ab − T�Tab

Rab + Dba − Tab
. (19)

This term will achieve the worst case error magnitude when
T� = Tab since Tab > 0 and |T�| ≤ Tab. We can use the
observation that Rba and Dba are the same order of magnitude
while Tab is much smaller to get a rough estimate of worst
case error for this term as

3

2
esTab. (20)

These two terms are combined to get

error ≈ 1

2
eaTab + 3

2
esTab. (21)

Finally, we use the observation that the localizing node gen-
erally has a lower quality clock than anchor nodes (ea ≤ es)

to simplify this as

error ≈ 2esTab. (22)

3) Comparison to Existing Methods: UWB self-
localization methods can be categorized as synchronous
or asynchronous depending on whether anchor transmissions
happen concurrently or independently. Synchronous methods,
such as [43] and [46] require anchor nodes to transmit
beacons quasi-simultaneously as shown in Fig. 4(b). Since
these beacons arrive at the localizing node with very short
relative delays, the transmissions will collide. The localizing
node must analyze the CIR to extract TDOA estimates. Since
the beacons arrive quasi-simultaneously, clock drift on the
localizing node is not a significant factor. However, such
methods require very strict anchor synchronization and very

high precision control over transmission time. Both [43], [46]
recommend a wired anchor backbone to overcome these
challenges, but this requirement was primarily to compensate
for a shortcoming in the UWB chipset used. Our proposed
method differs from synchronous methods in that anchors do
not transmit concurrently and synchronization of the anchor
network is not required.

Asynchronous methods for UWB self-localization, such
as [42], [47], and [48] do not depend on concurrent trans-
missions from the anchor nodes [Fig. 4(c)] and rely on
cooperation between anchors to achieve a reference time or
account for clock errors. If each anchor observes the transmis-
sion timings of the other anchors, the relative clock errors can
be estimated. Our proposed self-localization method depends
on this same information but uses a novel equation to utilize it.
Most methods, such as [42] and [48] maintain a filtered state
of second or third order clock dynamics. This information can
be used to correct the naive timing measurements. In contrast,
our proposed equation (14) is able to immediately estimate
TDOA measurements without the need to maintain any kind
of system state. VULoc [47] operates in a similar manner
as our proposed method including the same message passing
schedule. While both methods can provide similar low error
source-localization, VULoc takes a less direct approach than
this study through the computation of intermediate “virtual
responses.” VULoc is also not applicable to source-localization
applications.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Simulation Experiment

In Sections III-A and III-B, we presented our proposed
localization methods and derived error bounds. To provide a
more complete picture of the proposed methods’ performance,
we now perform a Monte Carlo simulation [49] of a full
localization scenario. While we previously derived worst case
performance, the Monte Carlo method provides a complete
empirical probability distribution of localization error due
to clock drift under a set of assumptions. The following
assumptions were used.

1) Eight anchor nodes are positioned as shown in Fig. 5.
2) One mobile node is positioned at a random location

within the 128-m3 capture volume.
3) Each anchor and mobile node has an imperfect clock of

similar quality modeled as t̂i = (1 + ei)t + ci where t is
the actual time and t̂i is the observed time by node i. ei

and ci are both uniform random variables represented as
ei ∼ U(−2 ∗ 10−5, 2 ∗ 10−5) [28] and ci ∼ U(0, 100) s.

4) The actual time between consecutive transmissions
(Rb1 − Tbs and Rab − Tab in Fig. 3(c) and (d), respec-
tively,) is a uniform random variable X ∼ U(0, 0.05) s.

5) All other potential sources of error including but not
limited to NLOS, hardware variations, calibration error,
temperature fluctuations, and antenna orientation are
ignored.

The number of Monte Carlo iterations was chosen to ensure
convergence of statistical measurements. In our case, one-
hundred thousand iterations was adequate.
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Fig. 5. Experimental setup used for simulation and validation experiments.
“z” is the height of each anchor above the capture area shown in meters.

B. NLOS Experiment

The previous simulation experiment assumed ideal environ-
mental conditions and explored the error contribution of clock
drift to localization accuracy. This error source was selected
as it has been cited in literature as the dominant source of
error in many applications [19], [20]. However, challenging
environmental conditions, such as NLOS conditions, can also
contribute significantly to localization error [50], [51]. In this
section we use the Monte Carlo simulation method to explore
the effect of NLOS on our proposed localization methods and
compare the effect to that on traditional methods. While it is
expected that these conditions will decrease localization accu-
racy, our goal is to compare those effects to those of current
methods.

With this aim, we repeat the simulation of eight anchor
nodes and one localizing node randomly located within the
capture volume (Fig. 5). In contrast to the previous simulation
experiment, clock drift is assumed to be zero. Various quantity
of human bodies (one, three, and five) are simulated within the
capture volume to occlude transmissions. Human bodies have a
large effect on signal transmissions due to high water content,
the effects of which are characterized in [50]. We use their
results to simulate human chest NLOS as a lognormal delay
applied to the UWB transmissions (μ = 2.78, σ = 0.18).

C. Validation Experiment

To validate the performance of our two localization meth-
ods, we implemented them in a physical UWB network. The

network consisted of nine custom UWB transceivers which
used the IEEE 802.15.4a compliant DWM1000 Decawave
UWB module (Fig. 6). An onboard STM32 MCU contained
our application code, and a micro USB port was used to power
and stream ranging results. All anchor nodes and the localiz-
ing node used identical hardware and were battery powered
without any wired backbone. One anchor node was connected
to a lab computer to backhaul results. The eight anchor nodes
were arranged around the perimeter of a 64-m2 capture area as
shown in Fig. 5. Anchor nodes in the corners were raised two
meters higher than those on the sides of the capture area. All
nodes were powered on and allowed to warm up for 10 min
to reduce warm-up error. In a real application, this warm-up
error can be accounted for, eliminating the need for a warm-up
period [52]. The localizing node was then placed at a known
location within the capture volume to provide calibration data.
Each UWB transceiver has a different antenna delay due to
hardware variance which must be accounted for if maximum
accuracy is desired. In this study, we followed the procedure
presented in [53].

Next, ten trials were performed with the localizing node
at different random locations within the capture volume. The
UWB network simultaneously performed hyperbolic source-
localization, hyperbolic self-localization, and AltDS-TWR
localization. This was possible through the usage of Round
Robin Ranging as demonstrated for two anchor nodes and
one localizing node in Fig. 3(a). All anchor nodes (A and B)

and the localizing node (S) broadcast to all other nodes of the
network in turn. The Round Robin Ranging method shown in
Fig. 3(a) was expanded to include all eight anchor nodes in
the validation experiment for a total of nine nodes. The rang-
ing process was repeated for the duration of the trial with the
last transmission of one cycle marking the beginning of the
next cycle. In other words, each of the nine nodes, including
the localizing node, transmitted in turn at an individual rate
of 50 Hz or a combined rate of 450 Hz. Since the designation
of A and B nodes is arbitrary in Fig. 3, each message trans-
mission can be treated as the conclusion of one Round Robin
Ranging cycle which started when that node previously trans-
mitted. That node can thus use the three ranging methods to
compute ToF and TDOA with respect to all other nodes in the
network. With the completion of each Round Robin Ranging
cycle, enough new measurements have been made to perform
a complete localization estimate not once, but twice for each
of the localization methods. This is because estimates can be
made in both directions. For example, Fig. 3(b) shows a range
estimate from node A to node S by having A transmit, then S,
and finally A again. However, if we wait and consider node
S to be the initiating node, we can measure the same range
the other direction by considering the transmissions S, A and
finally S again when they cycle wraps around. This allows all
three localization methods to update in parallel and in real
time at a frequency of 100 Hz. While this technique doubles
sampling rate (twice the transmission rate of each individual
node) and decreases latency, it has the downside that the same
period measurements are reused in two consecutive localiza-
tion estimates leading to possible error correlation issues. This
is the case for all three implemented localization methods.
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Fig. 6. Custom UWB circuit board with and without reflective IR dot for
Vicon visual motion capture. The USB is used to power the node and stream
real-time data. Anchor nodes and the localizing node used identical hardware
and firmware. All ranging data was wirelessly backhauled to one anchor node
which streamed the results to the lab computer for analysis.

TABLE I
SETTINGS FOR THE DW1000 CHIPSET

Round Robin Ranging was selected as it is a superset of
AltDS-TWR, source-localization and self-localization, allow-
ing us to compare all three methods under nearly identical
conditions. The necessary time periods were measured on each
respective node and then broadcast to the network as the data
payload of their ranging message. This gave all nodes in the
network the necessary information to perform any or all of the
proposed localization methods.

Each node was also equipped with an IR reflective dot which
allowed it to be tracked by Vicon optical motion capture cam-
eras which surrounded the capture volume. This provided the
reference for our localization methods. The reflective dot is
placed directly below the UWB antenna as shown in Fig. 6.
This introduces a 2-cm difference between Vicon’s reference
point and the UWB reference point at the antenna but this
error is partially compensated for through calibration. Each of
the ten trials was 60-s long and resulted in 6000 location mea-
surements by each of the three localization methods per trial.
The settings of the DW1000 chipset are shown in Table I.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Simulation Experiment

The results of the simulation experiment are shown
in Fig. 7. All errors stayed within the theoretical bounds
of (8) and (22) for source-localization and self-localization,
respectively. The average error was generally an order of mag-
nitude lower than these bounds. Localization in the z-direction

was worse than the x and y directions. This was expected
as the relatively low diversity of the anchors in that dimen-
sion causes a GDOP. A study of optimal anchor placement
can be found in [54]. All simulated errors due to clock drift
were in the micrometer range. This is well below expected
error levels from other sources, such as calibration error,
nonisotropic antennas [55], temperature, NLOS [51], and
movement [44]. Because of this, these simulation results sug-
gest that the proposed methods effectively eliminate clock drift
as an observable source of error and other phenomenon will
become dominant.

B. NLOS Experiment

The results of the NLOS experiment are shown in Fig. 8.
The localization error is clearly multimodal which can be
explained by various NLOS conditions (LOS, 1 body occlu-
sion, 2 body occlusion, etc.). Since eight anchors were used,
the effect of outlier errors were likely diminished by the
redundant ranging information. Surprisingly, the two proposed
methods of hyperbolic source-localization and hyperbolic self-
localization performed better under these simulation condi-
tions than the existing methods of AltDS-TWR and traditional
TDOA. The slightly worse performance of the traditional
TDOA method might be due to the fact that it depends on
a single transmission to estimate TDOA compared with three
transmissions that the other methods utilize. While magnitudes
vary somewhat, the four localization methods appear to be
affected by NLOS in a similar fashion.

C. Validation Experiment

The mean magnitudes of localization errors for AltDS-
TWR, source-localization, and self-localization in two dimen-
sions were 6.1, 6.9, and 7.5 cm, respectively. In three dimen-
sions localization errors were 11.6, 11.1, and 11.2 cm, respec-
tively. The distributions of location errors in each dimension
along with raw ranging error are shown in Fig. 9. The tradi-
tional method and two proposed methods all achieved similar
localization accuracy which was comparable to the highest
accuracy performances from literature [40]. The validation
experiment experienced multimodal error which is likely not
due to clock drift since it did not appear in the simulation. The
error modes appeared correlated with the trials which were
each done in a different location. It is possible that this is due
to nonisotropic antenna patterns [55] or some other nonlinear-
ity between range and TOF. A small portion of the bias could
also be attributed to the separation between the UWB antenna
and the Vicon reflective dot. The raw TDOA estimates from
the proposed methods experienced more variance than the raw
TOF estimates from AltDS-TWR. An increase in variance by
up to a factor of two would be expected since TDOA is essen-
tially a difference of two TOFs, involving three nodes instead
of two and two wireless channels instead of one.

Our validation experiments involved one localizing node,
eight anchor nodes, and 100-Hz location updates. The number
of nodes and update frequency could be increased without
affecting localization accuracy according to our error deriva-
tions (8) and (22). However, if the period of one Round Robin
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Fig. 7. Simulated localization error due to clock drift from TWR and our two proposed methods. Note that this is error due to a single source and would not
reflect the error experienced in real application as other sources would become dominant. This is a Monte Carlo simulation of an indoor localization scenario
with 100 000 iterations. The dotted lines are the theoretical worst case errors ([29], (8), and (22), respectively). The mean absolute error (MAE) is shown
below each plot in micrometers.

Fig. 8. Simulated localization error due to human body NLOS. One, three, and five human bodies are simulated within the capture area for the two traditional
methods on the left and the two proposed methods on the right. As the simulated bodies are in a random location for each of the 100 000 Monte Carlo
simulations, NLOS conditions are not present for every iteration. Only error in the x direction is shown in this plot, but the relationship is representative of
other dimensions.

Ranging cycle increased significantly, eventually our error
model assumption of constant drift would fail, especially if
the nodes were exposed to temperature fluctuations [33]. The
total rate of transmissions is limited by the need to avoid col-
lisions which, based on data sheets and other works, will be

on the order of thousands of hertz [35], [43]. The proposed
self-localization method has no limit on the number of tags
that can be utilized.

The proposed equations for computing T� [(14) and (5)]
have a higher computational cost than traditional TDOA (9)
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Fig. 9. Combined ranging and localization errors from all validation trials. The MAE, 90th percentile absolute error, and bias are shown below each
distribution.

or TOA approaches [29]. However, traditional TDOA needs to
additionally implement some synchronization process which
likely balances out the comparison. Furthermore, the compu-
tation cost of estimating TDOA is negligible compared with
the complexity of solving the nonlinear system of equations
necessary to resolve location. This process is the same for all
methods.

D. Source-Localization

The presented hyperbolic source-localization method is
proposed as an alternative to traditional TDOA for tracking
applications. The qualitative advantages which our method has
over traditional TDOA are summarized in Fig. 1. Crucially,
our proposal eliminates the necessity for clock synchronization
which could be a limiting factor on performance previously.
By doing this, our proposed method offers advantages in
the dimensions of accuracy, infrastructure costs, and deploy-
ment complexity. Accuracy is improved as it is not dependent
on clock synchronization precision. Our proposed method
matched the accuracy of best known TOF localization meth-
ods (Fig. 9). Anchors can have lower-cost clocks and require
no synchronization process, which can dramatically decrease
their size and complexity, even making them wireless as in
this study. Deployment complexity is dramatically reduced as
knowing the exact location of all anchor nodes is not nec-
essary. Anchor nodes can determine their relative positioning
with high accuracy in real time. An anchor being bumped or
moved will not affect the accuracy of localization.

Our proposed hyperbolic source-localization method main-
tains many of the strengths of traditional TDOA methods. No
change to tag design or behavior is required by our method,

and tags can maintain a small size and long battery lives as
no signal reception or signal processing is required.

The disadvantages of our proposed method compared with
the traditional TDOA is that anchor nodes must make trans-
missions and listen to transmissions from each other. The
maximum number of tags is decreased in proportion to the
number of anchors due to the requirement for anchors to
transmit messages. This is not a significant detriment in some
situations as the number of tags is much greater than the num-
ber of anchors in many tracking applications. The latency of
localization is also increased by up to the period of the ranging
process.

Compared with TOF-based approaches, our proposed hyper-
bolic source-localization method can provide the same accu-
racy without requiring the mobile node to do any listening
or range computation resulting in dramatic decrease of power
usage, decreased mobile node complexity, and increased node
counts. Using existing TDOA system tags as an indicator, this
improvement can be several orders of magnitude.

While error due to clock drift was effectively eliminated
as an error source in the scenarios we explored, this error
does increase with distance and could become significant at
large distances. Based on the error behavior derived in (8),
clock drift would reemerge as a significant source of error if
localization distances exceed 10’s of kilometers while using
the same low-cost clocks considered in this study.

E. Self-Localization

The presented hyperbolic self-localization method is
proposed as an alternative to TOF and TWR methods, namely,
AltDS-TWR in navigation applications. The qualitative
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advantages which our method has over AltDS-TWR are sum-
marized in Fig. 1. The core advantage of our method is that
the localizing node is not required to make any transmis-
sions. Because of this, infinite localizing node density and high
privacy can be achieved. Our proposed method matches the
localization accuracy achieved by AltDS-TWR (Fig. 9). The
disadvantage of our method compared with AltDS-TWR is
that only the localizing node is aware of location information,
hyperbolic self-localization cannot be used for tracking appli-
cations. AltDS-TWR on the other hand has the flexibility to
be used in either tracking or navigation applications.

Compared with the proposed hyperbolic source-localization,
hyperbolic self-localization experiences clock drift error
inversely proportional to the quality of the mobile node as
opposed to only quality of the anchor nodes. This is notable
since many applications can afford to place more accurate
clocks on anchor nodes than on mobile nodes. This is because
anchor nodes are stationary and are often few in number com-
pared with mobile nodes. Based on error limits derived in (22),
clock drift error will not be a significant source of localization
error unless distances reach 10’s of kilometers or more.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed two new hyperbolic local-
ization methods which are well suited for indoor UWB
tracking and navigation. We demonstrated that localization
accuracy achieved by both methods is unsurpassed by cur-
rent alternatives. Furthermore, our methods provide significant
application benefits. Our source-localization method for track-
ing applications can achieve greater accuracy with lower
infrastructure requirements and lower-cost nodes. Our self-
localization method for navigation applications can provide
infinite localization node density and high security.
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